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Abstract--We approach the qualitative games of pursuit-evasion using differential game with terminal 
cost. The terminal time is then used as a parameter to test capture and avoidance. Evasion problems 
previously introduced without complete solutions, are shown to satisfy the present conditions for evasion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Isotropic Rocket game is introduced by Isaacs in his now well-known book [1]. Two objects, 
pursuer P and an evader E move in three dimensional space. P controls his norm-bounded 
acceleration vector and E controls his norm-bounded velocity vector. We are interested in the 
region from which P can guarantee in finite time a position distance, l, and the region from which 
E can avoid it. We do not know of any complete solution of  this game, and in particular, the 
corresponding strategies. A slightly different problem was also introduced in the literature [2]. Here 
both P and E control their norm-bounded acclerations. I f  E has a larger maximum acceleration, 
what are the capture and avoidance zones and the corresponding strategies? In Ref. [2] there is no 
complete answer to this problem, since some of the conditions are very difficult to verify. 
Recently[3], it was suggested to investigate the qualitative capture-avoidance game using the 
following quantitative procedure. From the original qualitative game, we generate a differential 
game with terminal cost. This cost measures the distance at time T from the target. Next, we use 
T as a parameter. I f  there exists a time T such that the above cost indicates distance l, then capture 
is possible. We apply this procedure to the class of  Simple Linear Differential Games and find that 
the existence of a saddle point in the quantitative game (terminal cost) implies that the 
complementary of the capture zone is the avoidance zone; thus, there exists no undetermined zone. 
We finally find the barrier (the boundary between capture and avoidance zones) for this class of 
games. All the results are illustrated using the Isotropic Rocket and the simple chase described 
above. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULAT ION 
Let the pursuit evasion problem be given by 
Dynamics: 2=Ax+Bu+Cv,  x(t~)=xo 
Controls: u E°k', v ~ 
Target: 0 = {x: l lDx II ~< l}. (Pi) 
In this game, o/! and ~t ~ are compact and convex, all matrices are constant, x ~ ,~", u ~ ,#m, Z' ~ ~,  
A ~ ~# ..... , B 6 ~ ..... , C ~ ~"  × r, D ~ ~k ×,. Pursuer P with control variable u wishes to capture E 
which has v as control variable. We say that P can capture E from x0, if there exists a control 
function u*(t) and t = T* such that x(T*)  ~ 0 for all v(t) satisfying v E ~.  Likewise, E can prevent 
capture (evasion), if there exists a control function v*(t) such that x(t)  ¢ 0 for all to ~< t ~< ~.  Since 
there may not be open-loop capture (avoidance) control, we will discuss the closed-loop version 
only. 
With the pursuit-evasion quality game (P~) we associate the following terminal cost game. 
Dynamics: ,~=Ax+Bu+Cv,  x(to)=xo 
Controls: u E °k', v ~ " t  
Cost: J = 1[ Dx(T)[I. (P2) 
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In this game the terminal time T is a parameter, P minimizes and E maximizes J, respectively. To 
simplify the analysis, we make the transformation 
y = D4~(r)x, y • :~k  (1) 
where 
4~ = --q)A ( la )  
r = T -- t. (lb) 
With this transformation, game (P2) becomes 
):' = ~(~)u + ~(r)v 
ue:Jk ', v•~ 
J = n y(T)H (P3) 
where 
~(r )  = DO(r )B  
~(r)  = D4)(r)C. (2) 
Concerning game P2, we say that a control pair {u(.), v(.)} is admissibh', if u(.): .~- - , ,~" ,  
v(.): ~ R" are Lebesgue measurable, and u e ok,, r • ~ .  
We say that a strategy pair {p(.), e(.)} is admissible, if p(.): ,~" x ,~ --* ~" ,  e(. ): ,~" x ;~ _,.~r 
are such that {p(.), e(.)} generates at least one solution of the state equation, u ( t )= p[x(t), t], 
r(t)  = e[x(t), t], u •o/l, v • "~'~, and u(.), v(.) are Lebesgue measurable. 
We say that {u*(.), v*. } is an optimal control pair at (x0, to) if it is admissible and satisfies the 
saddle-point inequality 
J(xo, t o, u*, r) <, J(xo, t o, u*, r*) = J * (x o, to) <~ J(&), t o, u, r* ). (3) 
We say that {p*(.), e*(.)} is an optimal strateg), pair, if" it is admissible and satisfes the 
saddle-point inequality 
J(xo, to, p*, e) ~< J(xo, to, p*, e*) = J*(xo, to) <~ J(xo, to, p, e*). (3a) 
Similar definitions hold for game P3' 
3. SOLUT ION TO GAME P3 TERMINAL  COST 
In this paper we restrict our discussion to Simple Linear Differential Games (SLDG) described 
by the following assumption. 
Assumption I
:~(r) = min max [~'~(r )u  + ~'(g;(r)v] 
uE f[ re  ~ 
is independent of  { for any Ib ~, II = 1. 
Define for some positive constant ca  tube [I by 
t i } n= (11 y II, ~): II.v II + c~(r/) dr/ = c do 
t ; f //,)-- (11 y [I,r): fly [I + ~(u)d,l  >c  . (4) 
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Let {~ > 0} be the positive T-axis. Then, based on Ref. [4], we present three cases: 
(i) there exists no positive c, such that /-/0N {r > 0} = ~b 
(ii) for all c >>, Cm = 0, II0 N{T > 0} = q5 
(iii) as Case (ii) with minimum value % > 0. 
For c = %, 17, /7i and /7~ become ~Tin, /7,,,, and /TmO, respectively. 
Remark 3.1 
Note that all three cases are dependent on ~(.) only. 
Case (i) 
{p*( . ), e*( . )} is given by 
where 
min ~ "~(r)u = ~ '~(r)u * 
u E 'I/ 
max ~ '(g(r)v = ~ 'cg(r )v * 
r~Zt 
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(5) 
= y/II y II. (6) 
The saddle-point value is given by 
J*( y, r) = II y II + j 
J0 
(r/) dr/. (7) 
Remark  3.2 
At y = 0, the optimal strategies are generated as an), limit of (5), (6) with y ~ O. In other words, 
at y= 0 we choose in (5) any unit vector ~. 
The geometry o f /7  in the space {11 y II, r } is depicted in Fig. 1. 
Case (ii) 
{p*(.), e*(.)} is given by (5), (6) on H UH0, {p*(.), e*(.)} is an arbitrary admissible pair on Hi. 
The saddle-point value is given by (7) on /7 U 17 0, and equals zero on Hi. The decomposition of 
the space {I1Y 11, ~} is depicted in Fig. 2. 
Case (iii) 
{p*(.), e*(.)} is given by (5), (6) on FImUFI,,,oU{(II y I[, 3): ~ < rs}, {p*(.), e*(.)} is an arbitrary 
admissible pair on/7miN {([] y [I, ~): z > rs}, where ~,. is the smallest value ofz  at which/7 is tangent 
to the r-axis. The saddle-point value is given by (7) on /-/,,U//,,oU {1[ y [], T): z < T,}, and equals 
% on HmiN{([] y [I,z): r > re.}. The decomposition of the space {[I Y II,r} is depicted in Fig. 3. 
I 
Yll 
= cl~ rio 
'IlYll 
cm=l  
"t" ro a" 
Fig. I. Decomposition for Case (i). Fig. 2. Decomposition for Case (ii). 
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llrll 
r s 
Fig. 3. Decomposition for Case (iii). 
Remark 3.3 
On {(ll Y H, z): Y = 0, 0 < 3 ~< z,}, the optimal strategies are generated as an), limit of  (5), (6) with 
y--+0. In other words, we may choose in (5) any unit vector 3. 
4. SOLUTION TO GAME Pi PURSUIT  
In this section we use the results of the previous section concerning game P~ to solve the 
qualitative game P~. Since for the class of systems discussed in this paper saddle point to P~ exists, 
it is clear from the guaranteed cost property of (3), (3a) that given x, if there exists some ~* c [0, ~c) 
such that J * (y ,  3*) = l, then capture is possible at T = 3*. The collection of  all x e;#" from which 
capture is possible, is called Capture Zone (CZ). Since our original game is defined for (x, r)-space, 
lets rewrite (6), (7) in that space: 
= Dq~(T)_v,, II Dq~(3)x Ii (6a) 
J * (x ,  r )=  IlD4~(3)x II + ~(q)dq.  (7a) 
The value of  the game J*(x, r) is given by Cases (i) - (iii) with (6a) and (7a) replacing (6) and 
(7). We now may state 
Theorem 1 
Consider the qualitative game P~ with Assumption 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
capture from x(x  e CZ) is that there exists r* such that the value of the game J*(x, 3*) =/ .  The 
capture strategy is given by (5) and (6a) with r = 3*. 
Remark 4.1 
More specifically, 3" is the smallest root of 
[I Dq~(3)x II + ~(q) dr/ = ! 
on [0, 3l], where 3t is defined by 
for Case (iii) with c,, > 1 and Case (i). 3~ = ,re for Case (iii) with cm ~< l and Case (ii). Note that 3" 
hence the capture strategy are of  feedback form (functions of x only). 
To find all points x E.~" for which there exists 3 satisfying J* (x ,  3 )= 1, we fix x and check 
whether this point belongs to CZ. Toward this end we vary r and search for a value satisfying 
r °= min {i > 0: J*(x,  f) = infa*(x,  3)} (8) 
that is, given x, 3 ° minimizes J* (x ,  .). 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1, we can now state 
Corollary 1 
Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, CZ = Ix: J* (x ,  r ¢') ~< l I. 
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Fig. 4. Case (i) in Corollary 1. 
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Fig, 5. Case (ii) in Corollary 1. 
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Fig. 6. Case (iii) in Corollary 1. 
Remark 4.2 
r ° is given in feedback form; it is a function of x only. 
Since ~(.)  is a function of  r only, we can demonstrate graphically the procedure for obtaining 
r ° and the corresponding J* .  Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the procedure for Cases (i), (ii) and (iii), 
respectively with the notations 
fl(r) = l iD~(r )x  I[ 
7°(r) = c ° - ~(~) dr/ (9) 
where c~= min [ci: ? ( . )A fl(.) ¢ ¢ }. Note that each figure presents two possibilities for fl(.). Since 
r" is important for the avoidance strategy, we will continue this discussion in Section 6. 
5. CAPTURE IN THE ISOTROPIC  ROCKET 
The following is a capture problem first treated in [1]. A pursuer P controls his acceleration vector 
according to 
rp ~--- Vp 
fp=Fu, Ilulq~<l, (10) 
( AMWA 131-~ (; 
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where rp e ~3, Vp ~ ,~3 are the position and velocity vectors of P, respectively, and F is P's maximum 
acceleration. An evader E controls his velocity vector according to 
i" E = Wv, IJt, II ~< 1, ( l l )  
where r~ e ~s is the position vector of E, and W is E's maximum speed. 
Adopting relative coordinates [rl 
r =rv - - r  E, x = , (12) 
~'p 
one obtains Pt, with 
I~ :~3 F IO  l C=-WI : '  3, D=[1,  0]. A= , B= 1~ ' 
Clearly, 
Thus, from (1) 
From (5) 
and 
From (7) 
(]3) 
y=r+rvp .  (14) 
p*(y ,z)  = - - (  
e*(y, r) = --~ 
= Y / ll Y li = (r + VVp )/ Jr r + vvp IF , 
(15) 
(16) 
Theorem 2 
In the Isotropic Rocket. if 
W 2 
2~ ~l,  
then P can capture E from all initial states (r, vp). Moreover, if 
W 2 
- ->/ ,  
2F 
then the capture zone is nonempty, with capture time 
z*~r1=F - F" 
Remark 5. I 
In the case % > l, the estimation r* ~< ~ in Theorem 2 permits us to search (numerically) for r* 
in the interval (0, r~] only. This simplifies considerably the numerical procedure. 
J*(>,, ¢)= H>' dP-½F¢2+ W¢. (18) 
Observing (18), we find that the Isotropic Rocket belongs to Case (iii), with 
W W 2 
r, F '  c,, 2F (19) 
Observing that IIr + ~vp II ~< H r il + iP vp lir and that /7 is a parabola, we conclude (Fig. 7): 
~( r )=- rF+ W (17) 
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Fig. 7. Geometry for Theorem 2. 
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6. SOLUTION TO GAME PI - -EVASION 
By construction (Section 4), in CZ c (the complementary of CZ), there exists no T satisfying 
J * (x,  r) = l; thus, in this region P does not have a capture strategy. A reasonable question is: does 
the Avoidance Zone (AZ) satisfy AZ = CZC? It should be kept in mind that in general ~" is divided 
into three regions--CZ, AZ and an undetermined one. As we will see in the next theorem, the 
saddle point inequality of game P3 implies that there are only two regions, capture and avoidance, 
the union of which is J/". 
Theorem 3 
If game P, satisfies Assumption 1, then AZ = CZ c. In other words AZ = {x: J * (x ,  r °) > l}. 
Moreover, the evasion strategy is e*(x)= e*(x, T°). 
Proof 
Consider first game P2, or equivalently P3- From the guaranteed cost property of the saddle point 
and the nature of terminal cost, it follows that a solution x(.)  generated by {p(.), e*(.)} from 
x e/70U/7 satisfies x( t )~/700/ - /  on [t, T]. In other words, /70U/7 is an invariant set. The 
substitution z = r0 into this invariant set maps it from ~"x( -oo ,  T] into .~". In addition, the 
procedure (8) guarantees that this new invariant set satisfies LIDx II > c°; thus, the relation 
J*(  x, r °) > l implies II Dx II > 1, and {x: J*(  x, T °) > l} NO = 49. 
We now discuss more specifically the evasion strategy. To simplify the discussion we assume that 
~(.) is continuous. Recalling our discussion at the end of Section 4 using Figs 4, 5 and 6, we find 
three possibilities [depending on the behavior of fl(.), 2(.)]: 
(1) ? '=0.  
(2) at r0, ,,(.) and fl(.) are tangent; or equivalently 
~J*(x, T) ~0 d 
& = Tr [/~ (T )  - . / (T)]~o = 0 .  
(3)/3(v °) = II Dq~(T°)xll = 0; that is Dq~(r°)x = O. 
Case 1. v° = O 
In this case the avoidance strategy is given by (5) where from (6a), 
Ox 
II Dx II 
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Case 2. dJ*(x, T)/OT = O. 
Differentiating J*(x,  .), we find 
[Oq~(r°)x] ' 
110C~(T°)X I1
Or equivalently, 
DAeP(r°)x + c~(r °) = O. 
c¢(r °) II Drb(T°) x II + x'gJ'(T°)D'DAq~(T") x = O. 
In this case the avoidance strategy is given by (5) with 
where T ° is the smallest root of  (21). 
Case 3. IID~b(r°)x ]J =0  
In this case, T ° is the solution of 
Dq)(T°)X 
II Dcl)(r")x H" 
(20) 
(21) 
Dq~(r°)x = 0. (22) 
To find ~ for e*(.), we first note that in Case 2, equation (20) can be written as 
'DACb(r°)x + C¢(T °) = 0. (23) 
Now, equation (22) states that y = 0, and from Remarks 3.2 and 3.3 we recall that the optimal 
strategies are generated from those of  y ~ 0 by the limit process y ~ 0. Observing equations (22) 
and (23), we conclude that in Case (3), z0 is given by (22), ~ is any unit vector satisfying (23), and 
the avoidance strategy is given by (5). 
Remark 6.1 
In Case 3, ~ satisfying (23) corresponds to side-stepping maneuver. 
In the next section we illustrate the above three cases (as functions of the initial conditions) in 
the game of  Isotropic Rocket. 
7. AVOIDANCE IN THE ISOTROPIC  ROCKET 
From Theorems 2 and 3, we conclude at once that a necessary condition for avoidance is 
W2/2F > l. I f  this inequality holds, then part of the state space is a capture zone, and the rest is 
an avoidance zone. We consider two basic possibilities (Fig. 8): 
(1) If  r and Vp are not colinear, it follows from (21) that r ° is the smallest root of 
r'v~+ r °llvPrl2 + (W_  T°F) ljr + r%plr = 0, (24) 
and the avoidance strategy is given by (15), (16) and (24). 
7- 
,% 
/?(o) 
\ •'voT---~ 
S lope  = - -  , 7 
\ , / 
\ % \% 
", \%~ 
\\ \ / // 
II,fl 
Fig. 8. Avoidance in the lsotropic Rocket. 
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(2) An interesting situation occurs when r and vp are colinear. First note that 
t iT ( r !  = -~(0)  = - w 
dr ~=o 
dfl(z) ~ _ r'vp 
dr = 0 II r 11 
= - I I  v~ II, in the colinear case. (25) 
Next, using Fig. 9, we find the following regions: 
II r 11 
(a) Ii r ]1 >~ Cm, Z / < ~ ~< r,; r and Vp are colinear; 
II r ]t 
(b) IIr II < Cm, rt < ~ <<, z,; r and Vp are colinear 
where 
W /{W~ z 211rl l  
r ' - F  X/~k ) T F 
(26) 
These two regions correspond to Case 3, Section 6, with r + ~°vp = 0, 
r0 _ II r H 
II Vp I1' 
and the avoidance strategy is given by (15) where ~ is an arbitrary unit vector satisfying 
,~,p II r IL 
= ~ F - W. (27) 
II r II 
(c) Iqrll>/cm, - - ->r , ;  r and Vp arecol inear.  
il vp LI 
In this region r + r°Vp # 0, r ° ~> r~; however, since r and vp are colinear, ~ = rill r 11. 
11 r H 
(d) r II < c,,, rr < II Vp If r and vp are colinear. 
This region corresponds to Case 1, Section 6 with t °= 0, and the avoidance strategy is given 
by (15) and (16), where (16) now becomes ~ = r/j]r II, as in (c) above. 
Remark 7.1 
In regions (a) and (b) above, the evader performs side-stepping maneuver. 
The complete state space decomposit ion for the colinear case is depicted in Fig. 10. 
8. BARRIER IN S IMPLE  L INEAR GAMES 
Following the discussion of Sections 4 and 6, we construct he surface that separates the capture 
zone from the avoidance zone. This surface is called barrier in Ref. [1]. F rom the previous 
discussion it follows that (Corol lary 1) the barrier ~ is given by 
~ = {x:  J * (x ,  t °) = l} (28)  
where ~0 minimizes J* (x ,  .). More specifically, from the discussion of  Section 6 concerning z °, it 
is clear that for a continuous function e(.) ,  the function 
fo 71(r) = l - c~(q) dq 
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(a) 
(b) 
llYtl 
II • H 
Cm 
II % II 
~ ~ II r II T~ 
II ~0 II 
m 
IIv0t 
IlYll 
Id~lr 
C m 
(0 )  
7" 
l 
II vo II 
Fig. 9. T" in a colinear situation. 
(c) 
I Irl l 
IIrrl 
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is tangent o f l(z)= IIDcb(z)x l[ at t ° in the interval (0, zt), where z~ is given by 
o r' :~(q) dr/= l. 
Combining (7a) and (21), we now have: 
f( r° 
IlDq)(r°)xll + :~(t/) dr/= l (29) J 
~(z°) H D4~(r°) x II + x'Cb'(z°)D'DAcl)(z°) x = 0. (30) 
Substituting ]1Dcb(z°)x I[ from (29) into (30), 
(L  ° ) a(z °) l - -  c~(q)dr/ +x'~'(r°)D'DA4)(z°)x=O. (31 
We conclude by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 
Consider game P~ with assumption 1 and suppose c~(.) is continuous. Then the barrier ~8.8 ~s 
given by 
.~,@ = {x: (29) and (31) are satisfied with z°e (0, r/) }. 
9. A SIMPLE CHASE 
Consider a pursuer P and an evader E controlling their accelerations in three dimensional space 
according to 
~'p=u, Ilull ~<P. 
~E = v, II v II ~< p,. (32) 
with a target set 
0 = {(rp ,  rE): LI rv - -  rr. II ~ l}. (33) 
Let t ing  r = rp - -  r r ,  v = ip - -  rE, X '  = [r'v'], the  matr i ces  o f  Pt become 
A =[00 I~1, B= -c=[O IIT~" D =[I3 0], ~(17)=[~ rl3~[3j. (34) 
From (1) 
From (5) 
and 
y = r + vv. (35) 
p*(y, z) = --pp~, e*(y,T)=--pE ~ 
= Y/ II y II = (r + rv)/II r + TV [I 
e(z)=Apz,  where Ap=pE- -pp  
J*(y,  ~) -- II y II + ½Ap~ 2. 
We summarize the results for the game in the following. 
(1) If pp :> PE, then capture is possible from all initial conditions. 
(36) 
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(2) If Pr. > PP, game P3 belongs to Case (i) of Section 3. 
(2.1) If r and v are not colinear, r0 is given by (21). 
(2.2) If r and v are colinear, and I] v ]12< lit IlAp, then r0 is given by (21). 
(2.3) If r and v are colinear, and [I v[I -~ >~ rl r II Ap, then 
r0 _ H r II 
II v II" 
and ~ satisfies 
II r II 
~'v = -Ap- -  (37) 
II v II" 
This ~ corresponds to side-stepping maneuver. The complete state space decomposition for 
the colinear case is depicted in Fig. 11. Following the results of Section 8 concerning the barrier, 
we find 
½(Ap)2(r°) 3-(Hvlr  2+lAp) r  ° - r 'v  =0,  O<r°<h= (38) 
and 
Thus 
il r + r°v  It + ½AP(V°) ~ - l = o .  (39) 
~ = {(r, v): (38) and (39) are satisfied}. 
10. DISCUSSION 
Although we treat in this paper only Simple Linear Differential Games (SLDG), it should be 
kept in mind that Assumption 1 merely assures the existence of saddle point and considerably 
simplifies the results. Thus, for the more general nonlinear case, it can be conjectured, that if the 
quantitative game (P2) associated with the qualitative game (P~), has a saddle point, then the state 
space is composed of a capture zone and an evasion zone. If a saddle point to (P2) does not exist, 
then a third region, namely, undermined zone separates the above two regions. Concerning Figs 
10 and I 1 note that these are decompositions in five dimensional manifolds (colinear situations) 
and that a path cannot remain in a side-stepping maneuver region. That is, once a path reaches 
such a region, the players no longer move in a colinear geometry. Finally, in the Isotropic Rocket 
it is interesting to note that as I --* W2/2F from below (see Fig. 10), the side-stepping maneuver 
region becomes a "narrow window" through which the evader eventually leaves colinear geometry 
and escapes. If this window is sufficiently narrow, numerical integration might miss the window 
and one might conclude (mistakenly) that the entire state space is capture zone. This phenomenon 
/ /  Col, nea 
j strategy// ~ "  / 
~~ II" II = ~ rl ~0 II 
W 2 
w/2  W 11~o II 
Fig. 10. IsotropJc Rocket-colinear state space decomposition. 
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II r I l l / / / /  - I1~ I1=11~ II~/~P 
/ / /  \ , 2 ,  ~ LI F 
2, r - / / /  
Fig. 11. Simple chase~olinear state space decomposition. 
seems to occur in [5], where extensive numerical integration was employed to solve the lsotropic 
Rocket. 
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